
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a production engineering.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for production engineering

Maintain training readiness and assist others in improving their equipment
knowledge
Provides training and guidance to supervisory staff
Provide input into supervisory staff work list and performance
Coordinate new model preparation activities with related parties from LG
Electronics MC (Mobile Communication) headquarter in Korea, and within
production and quality teams in the company
Provide guideline and support to each part member to ensure all engineering
activities are properly performed in accordance with direction and guideline
of MC headquarter in a timely manner
Analyze requirements from carriers on the new models and set up a plan to
meet the requirements by coordinating with related parties, including R&D
center and factory quality team in Korea and sales account teams in USA
Analyze any operational problems and issues arising from repair production
lines and perform troubleshooting in a timely manner to meet RTAT (Repair
Turn Around Time) requirement bound by service agreement with carriers
Supervise engineers to ensure all requirements for new models are included
in repair software such as download, calibration, information check program
Monitor and analyze the performance of equipment and tools, and conduct
monthly / quarterly / annual maintenance and calibration activities
Supervise work of new model preparation subordinates in accordance with
company policies and procedures
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At least 1.5-3 years of professional experience with a Bachelors or Masters
degree in a technical/engineering/scientific discipline
Experience with JavaScript/HTML/HTML5/CSS and technologies like
AngularJS, bootstrap
Strong experience in but not limited to – Java, JEE, Spring, Hibernate
Experience with application servers like Apache Tomcat and JBOSS
Database experience (SQL, DDL/DML, stored procedures, data modeling,
performance tuning)
Passion for agile, test-driven development, and automated testing


